Once more, ace comic Rickard Prior has hit the mark, punjabbing social mores and championing the underdog. Prior pays tribute to that most noble of creatures, yet historically most underrated, the fart. In rapid succession, he brings to light important facts concerning that often ignored, yet integral part of our lives, the fart. Fearlessly defying social opinion and possible blackmailing by the American Society of Underarm Deodorant Manufacturers, he discusses the sticky subject of underarm vapors at length, listing a number of medical facts recently uncovered in research at Cow Deodorant concerning health hazards involved with habitual use of deodorants.

Farting

Let us return for a moment to Prior's monologue on farting. In pointing out that it's "something we all do, but it just doesn't happen very often," Prior may have established yet another milestone in the rapid development of the New Morality. The impact of his advice may lead to such events as fart-ins, and, in parallel to the discovery that certain psychedelic drugs may prolong the pleasure of the sex act, perhaps it will be discovered that certain drugs will increase the pleasure sensations of farting. This, of course, would be beneficial to the economy, as the discovery that, for example, the inhalation of the fumes of burning garbage increases the pleasure of farting (it would certainly increase the frequency thereof) would create an entirely new market for garbage. At present, the only known markets are Mad Magazine, The Daily Reamer, and the City of New York. One can easily envision squads of unemployed reaping the weekly garbage harvest, and carting it off to processing plants where it will be converted to tablet form for the consumption of fart-crazy thrill-seekers.

Furthermore, it is a well-known fact that farts are highly inflammable (as any East Campus chemistry major will demonstrate to you for fifty cents). Unlike propane, butane, and other household fuels, to which an odor must be added, farts are equipped with a rather noticeable built-in odor (as any East Campus chemistry major will demonstrate to you for free). With a heavily increased incidence of farts are equipped with a rather noticeable built-in odor (as any East Campus chemistry major will demonstrate to you for free), it is a distinct possibility that the fart itself could become a commodity, to be bottled for emergency situations.

In rapid succession, he brings to light important facts concerning that often ignored, yet integral part of our lives, the fart. Fearlessly defying social opinion and possible blackmailing by the American Society of Underarm Deodorant Manufacturers, he discusses the sticky subject of underarm vapors at length, listing a number of medical facts recently uncovered in research at Cow Deodorant concerning health hazards involved with habitual use of deodorants.

For many years, MIT has been accused of causing great pressure on the individual student. As this picture shows, the pressure also affects the administration.

I've got my interview set for next Monday. I'll be late for class. I'm sure Alcoa's doing anything about traffic jams.

I read somewhere they're solving rapid transit problems and helping explore the seas and outer space and working with packaging and automotive applications. So when I go in, I'll tell it like it is—for me and they'll tell it like it is—for them.

Straight questions—straight answers, and they won't care if the bus is a little late.
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Students anticipate spring as fertility rises, to the consternation of a more 'straight' type.